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Abstract— In this paper we present a full free addressable 4kb 

EEPROM memory array. This test structure based on CAST 

vehicle has been upgraded with flexible addressing logic to select 

any numbers of cells on single or multiple word lines. To this aim, 

column/row shift registers, to enable an easy cell biasing, have 

been implemented in an embedded non-volatile memory 

environment. High voltage circuits, driven by low voltage shift 

registers, are used to bias selected cells for electrical 

characterizations and reliability tests purposes. This kind of 

structure has been developed to improve the efficiency of electrical 

characterization laboratory, resulting in an enhanced acquisition 

with respect to standard CAST test techniques, opening the path 

to fine statistical analysis.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Cell Array Stress Test (CAST) is a very useful vehicle 
to study reliability of charge storage memory cells since the 
1990s [1]. It provides for example the possibility to detect 
overerased bit tails or weaknesses in terms of data retention [2, 
3]. Furthermore, the problems due to the access resistance of a 
cell in a memory array can be modeled to optimize the number 
of contacts to bring the voltage biasing in a specific area without 
loss [4]. The equivalent transistor of charge storage memory, 
that corresponds to the memory cell where the floating and 
control gates are shorted, is also used in CAST structures to 
study the oxide reliability. A schematic of CAST structure is 
presented in Fig. 1a. The data collection enables to carry out 
drain current (ID) versus control gate voltage (VCG) 
characteristics before and after stress (Fig. 1b). These highlight 
two populations of memory devices: intrinsic cells (standard 
behavior) and extrinsic cells (tail bits or weak components).  The 
main problem for this kind of extraction is the capability to 
verify the physical position of these bits in the memory block. 
This information is fundamental for the process control of large 
memory array to detect edge or specific signatures due to the 
different behaviors. Complex calculation techniques, combined 
with specific physical analysis [5], are used to estimate the 
number of extrinsic cells [4]. Finally, only electrical 
characterization on test products, can show the vulnerability 
localization [5]. To avoid these issues, the SuperCAST structure 
has been developed. The sequential addressing of each bit in the 
array is provided using low voltage (LV) shift registers for 
columns (Bit Lines), rows (Word Lines) and control gates. The 
high voltage (HV) circuits lead the memory biasing up to carry 
out electrical characterizations of EEPROM demonstrator 
memory array. We point the fact that the SuperCAST can be 
integrated in any embedded non-volatile memory technology: 
charge storage, charge trapping or resistive. This approach 
reaches standard reliability tests, improving the experimental 

characterization protocols to attempt in-memory computing 
applications. 

 

Fig. 1. a) Schematic of a 3x2 (Bit Lines x Word Lines) example of CAST. b) 
Drain current versus control gate voltage characteristics of a 1M cells CAST 

before and after stress. 

II. SUPERCAST STRUCTURE 

The studied CAST consists of 4k EEPROM cells connected 
in parallel. The bit selection is made biasing: the word line (WL) 
connected to select transistor gate, the control gate (CG) and the 
bit line (BL) connected to the drain. The source and bulk are 
common to all the cells. This architecture is developed around a 
standard CAST memory array. The novelty is represented by the 
circuits to address and bias the cells. We had considered the 
importance of structure sizing as well as the simplicity of logic 
circuits in order to minimize the number of structure pads, 
suitable to standard equipment in electrical characterization 
laboratory. Moreover, as the high voltages are necessary to write 
the EEPROM cells, we designed analog circuits to support those 
levels. The SuperCAST architecture is shown in Fig. 2. The size 
of the memory array is 4096 bits, 32 WL and 128 BL. The 
principle of functioning of this test structure can be summarized 
in three steps: i) an input digital signal to select rows, control 
gates and columns (selected or not); ii) some control signals to 
inhibit the memory matrix during the address time; iii) each WL, 
BL, CG must be able to supply selected or unselected cells. 
Another important point is the separation between the HV and 
LV domains. Typically, the circuits used to test a high number 
of memory cells are testchip solutions, close to product 
environment with complex peripherals and a large number of 
access pads. These test-chips need costly Automatic Test 
Equipment (ATE) to be emulated as well as complex test flow, 
with a reduced or no direct access to memory cells for 
characterization purpose. Our solution to address different 
portions of the memory array is to use sequential logic circuits. 
In this way the granularity one bit operation or on the contrary 
is possible to operate on the whole memory block. 
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Fig. 2. SuperCAST block schematic. The high voltage (HV) and low voltage 

(LV) circuits are highlighted, as well as the well isolations. 

A. Management of serial memory address 

The sequential logic circuits are designed to use a maximum 
number of twenty-five pads. A synchronous shift register (SR) 
based on D flip-flops (FF) for each line has been designed using 
a low voltage VDD bias (Fig. 3). The flip-flops are clocked with 
a maximum frequency of 250kHz, but this parameter can be 
adjusted as a function of the used technology to reduce the test 
duration. The address sequence enters in the first flip-flop 
(add_in) and it comes out after a number of clock (clk) cycles 
equal to the number of lines/columns (add_out). The address is 
ready for the columns after 128 clock cycles while it is done after 
32 clk for the rows and control gates. These lasts can be 
addressed simultaneously. Once the addressing phase is 
finished, an asynchronous enable low voltage (en_LV) signal 
activates the AND logic gates to transfer the information. 
Moreover, a reset signal is present if needed. In Fig. 4, the bit 
output of the word line shift register is measured after 32 clk 
cycles demonstrating the bit entered in the first FF is well 
transferred to the output of the 32nd FF. The WL/BL/CG add_out 
pads have been added to verify the cells addressing, this is the 
only point to be sure the logic circuits are functioning. For future 
applications after the structure assessment, these pads can be 
suppressed to decrease the test structure size. Finally, the control 
signals (ctrl_in) for the level shifters are generated to bias the 
selected cells and inhibits unselected cells. 

 

Fig. 3. Schematic of shift register structure.  

 

Fig. 4. Measurement of Word Line shift register output.  

B. Level shifter and pass-gate: power supply transposition  

The logic output from the shift registers deliver a low voltage 
signal ctrl_in, this represents the input for the level shifters that 
have to be able to provide high voltages for the EEPROM array. 
Thus, once the addressing phase finishes, the control signals to 
supply the selected memory cell are generated. The VDD is 
pulled up to VCC using a level shifter (LS) for each line (Fig. 5a). 

Two signals CTRL and CTRL are used to activate the pass-gate 
(PG) to characterize the memory cells (Fig. 5b). The two signals: 
selected and unselected in Fig. 5b come from arbitrary pulse 
generators and they represent the analog patterns to write/erase 
the memory cells. At this stage it is important the maximum 
voltage of the bias patterning is less than the difference between 
VCC power supply and the threshold voltage of HV transistors 
used for the pass gates. Moreover, the pass gates connected to 
the bit lines (columns) have to be designed to tolerate a driving 
current corresponding to the sum of maximum drain current that 
can flow toward 32 cells (maximum number of word lines) if all 
the cells in the column are selected. This aspect impacts the size 
of pass gate that represents the area dominant element in the 
structure. A tradeoff is thus necessary between the circuit area 
and the current driven by the pass gates. The en_HV signal 
enables the selected cell biasing and pulldown to the ground all 
the cell terminals before each write/erase/read operation. 

 

Fig. 5. Block diagram of a) level shifter and b) pass-gate.  

III. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

The SuperCAST demonstrator has been integrated in 
200mm wafers embedded non-volatile memory technology. In 
Fig. 6a, the top view of final layout is presented, while the 
picture of 25 pads final test structure is reported in Fig. 6b. One 
can notice that the memory block is smaller than the control 
circuits. Those have been designed around the array with the 
column driver on top, and on both left and right sides the word 
line and control gate lines are symmetrically disposed. This 
twenty-five pad structure is used for this demonstrator, but the 
number of pads can be reduced to decrease the occupied area. 
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Fig. 6. SuperCAST a) layout and b) picture. 

The complexity of experimental setup is linked to the high 
number of pads that must be biased as well as the number of test 
configurations to be deployed. In Fig. 7, a schematic of the 
experimental setup is depicted. Four programmable power 
supply sources are used to deliver VCC, VDD, reset and en_HV 
signals, to ensure high stability. In the sequence of different 
operations, the VDD that supplies the digital circuits is turned on 
before the VCC biasing to avoid the stress of low voltage 
transistors. Furthermore, two Agilent 33500B arbitrary pulse 
generators are employed for the memory addressing. The input 
addresses for columns/rows selection and clock signals for the 
shift registers are sequentially produced. Three Tektronics 
AWG2005 arbitrary pulse generators are also included. The first 
one generates the en_LV signal to activate the output of flip-flop 
shift registers. It is independent on two others because the 
en_LV signal is used during the addressing phase. The two 
remaining are used to address the memory cells to execute 
Fowler-Nordheim write/erase and read operations. The eight 
pulse sources are triggered to selected and unselected 
CG/WL/BL as well as the source and bulk terminals. The 
general biasing conditions are reported in Table 1. To reach 
higher voltages, a four-channel homemade operational amplifier 
stage is cascaded with pulse generators. While the selected 
memories are operating, it is important to inhibit the unselected 
cells grounding WLUnsel, BLUnsel and CGUnsel. The drain voltage 
(ID) versus control gate voltage (VCG) electrical characteristics 
to read the threshold voltage (VT) of EEPROM devices are 
carried out with a HP4156C parameter analyzer, il can activate 
one pulse generator to bias the remaining terminals. Finally, the 
HP4156C is connected to the device under test alternatively with 
the Tektronics pulsers thanks to the Keysight 708A switch 
matrix. We want to emphasize that all this set-up is fully 
compatible with standard electrical characterization lab, 
providing a complete control to all addressing mode and direct 
access to each memory cells, without the use of complex and 
costly ATE equipment.  

 

  

TABLE I.  ELECTRICAL EEPROM CELL ACTIVATION 

 WL BL CG Source Bulk 

Write HV HV GND LV GND 

Erase LV GND HV GND GND 

Read LV LV VT=? GND GND 

IV. ELECTRICAL RESULTS 

We reported here, as examples, some electrical results 
obtained on SuperCAST vehicle. In Fig. 8, the ID-VG 
characteristic of one selected written cell in the array is 
compared with the characteristic of the whole block. This 
experiment emulates the case of an extrinsic cell, typical, of tail 
bits signature on extraction of standard CAST structures. The 
characteristic of memory array is impacted by one written bit, 
presenting the typical hump due to the lower VT of the written 
cell. In Fig. 9, we repeated the experiment for an entire selected 
row (128 cells). The total drain current driven in conductive state 
(ION) by the cells corresponds to the ION of a single device 
multiplied by 128. To conclude in Fig. 10, one can observe both 
written and erased states, thus the programming windows, for 
multiple cell selection: 1, 128 and 4096 cells. One can notice 
that on larger memory block the ION depends on the driven 
current of single cell and on access resistances to contact each 
single bit. This shows the possibility to implement experimental 
protocols to analyze memory cells unproper electrical response 
depending on cell localization. This feature of our SuperCast 
structure is a real assess for electrical characterization lab, in 
order to speed up memory cell technologies development and 
qualification without long test development on costly ATE. 

 

Fig. 7. Schematic of experimental setup. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

In this work we designed and developed a new flexible 
addressable memory array called SuperCAST. We demonstrate 
the functioning of logic circuits to address the memory cells. The 
shift registers serially select the EEPROM devices par bit or 
blocs. Level shifters and pass-gates are used to pull up the 
voltage supply in the range suitable for EEPROM technology. 
These blocks can be adapted depending on the biasing values of 
the memory technology. We highlight the possibility to fit any 
embedded non-volatile memory technology with this kind of 
approach. This opens the opportunity to perform electrical 
characterizations and reliability tests on a large device 
population in a electrical characterization lab environment. 

 

Fig. 8. Drain current versus gate voltage characteristic of one written cell 

compared to the rest of erased memory array and the whole block. 

 

Fig. 9. Drain current versus gate voltage characteristic of 1 written row (128 

cells) compared to the rest of erased memory array and the whole block. 

 

Fig. 10. Drain current versus gate voltage characteristic of multiple selection in 

written and erased state. 
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